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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2010

Part � I ( Honours )
EDUCATION
Paper - I

Maximum Marks : 100
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate fuU marks.

GROUP -A

1.

1 X 20 = 20

Answer any one question :

a)

Show your acquaintance with the individualistic and socialistic concepts of
education. What. in your opion. should be the ultimate aim of education ?
Discuss with reasons.
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b)

I

What is idealism? Discuss the influence of idealism on education in modern
context.

2.

Answer any three questions :

a)

I '511� ·� �

Show how education is related to philosophy.

8 + 12

, 3 X 5 = 15
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b)

How can the values be inculcated in schools through teaching-learning? Give
suitable example.

3.

c)

Mention the main characteristics of modem education.

d)

What is the i�portance of Human Resource De�elopment through education?

e)

Evaluate the contribution of Pragmatism· in education.

Answer any five questions

a)

Mention the basic principles of Naturalism.

b)

How does Nyaya influence education ?

c)

What are the functions of education in individual's life?

d)

What are the three basic principles of Buddhist philosophy ?

e)

State the concept of child-centric edu�ation.

f)

What are the types of Pramana in Jain philosophy?

g)

What is 'Astangika Marga· according to Yoga philosophy?

5

X

3 = 15
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GROUP-B

4.

Answer any one question of the following :

a)

1 X 20 = 20

Describe Froebel's philosophy of education. How far is his philosophy
applicable today in teaching ·children ?

b)

8 + 12

Rabindranath Tagore integrated the Vedic system of education with modern
concept of education. Do you support this view ? Justify your answer.
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5.

Answer any three questions

3 X 5 = 15

a)

What is John Dewey's concept of education ?

b)

Make a comparative study of Kindergarten and Montessori methods of
education.

c)

Enumerate Vivekananda's contributions towards mass education and women
education.

d)

Give the concept of Rousseau's negative education.

e)

What. according to Russell. are the aims of education ?

6
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5

Answer any jive questions :

81���m��
a)

Why is Rousseau ·known as the father of child-centric education ?
� fit�-� ffl1 �J<l'Wf.<1 � !:f� � � ?

b)

What, according to Rabindranath, is the concept. of 'Teacher' ?

�-m� ·�· � �'tlffl �
c)

What is Rousseau's concept of 'Nature'?
� '�lw' �

.d)

�'tlffl MS

?

Describe John Dewey's concept of school.

Mt.tJ1'1� ����'fl���
e)

Show how Vivekananda sought to attain freedom through education.
f<ic<1.q>1.:i� MS'5lt<1 � �·�� �� � C6rn�ciii.=i ?

f)

What is the concept of auto-education as propounded by Montessori ?
�C�P\�� � �\-�

g)

What is 'Emile' ?

�'tlffl Fri

?
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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2010

Part - I ( Ho�ours )
EDUCATION
Paper - II

Maximum Marks : 100
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

GROUP-A
��-qi

1.

1 X 20 = 20

Answer any one question

a)

Define development. What are the principles of development ? Discuss the
characteristic features of physical and motor development in infancy.
4+6+5+5
��Text� ;i,� �il I �V'f.<1 ��� � � ? �<:RI
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b)

xrtm�

Analyse the definition of personality according to Allport. Discuss Freud's
8 + 12

psycho-analytical theory of personality.

'5l'lm9ifij ™ � �'� �ct�
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2.
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Answer any three questions :

a)

'8 ;i��qf<fS M<tilC�

What is meant by cognitive perspective of psychology?
�c--itR�rc-� ·� �,r) � � ·C<ft<AAl ?

3

X

5 = 15
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b)

Discuss the characteristics of formal operational stage according to Piaget. ·

c)

What are the different stages of psychosocial development as mentioned by
Erikson?

d)

How does moral development occur according to Kohlberg ?

e)

What important role does education play in the emotional development of a
child?

3.

Answer any jlve questions

a)

5 X 3 = 15

Defin� psychology.
�C-11Mlkll� ��� � I

b)

Mention the factors influencing physical development in childhood.

c)

Mention three differenc·es between the emotion of a child and an adult. ·

d)

What are the stages of moral development as stated by Piaget ?

e)

What is cognitive conflict according to Kohlberg? .

f)

What is integration process in personality development?

g)

What is meant by mixed emotion·?

9
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GROUP-B

Answer any one question

a)

1 X 20 = 20

Discuss the structure and function of human brain. Explain the process of

6 + 6 + ,8

synaptic transmission.

b)

What is meant by attention ? What are meant by selective and divided
attention ? Discuss what you know about the factors of attention.
�C�IC<ll'i'f � f<t> � ?
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5.

f<fi �

'? ��1C<lR�

I

3 X 5 = 15

Answer any three questions :

a)

What are the differences between· short term memory and long term memory ?

b)

What is'Schema'?

c)

Mention the characteristics of perception.

d)

Explain the significance of the Gestalt theory in leru:ning.

'lxl� c� � \!)'[�9f<l<lTI� �
e)

6.

�C--ltl<lt'i'f �

4 + 6 + 10

1

Explain the tri-dimensional lheory of intelligence.

Answer any five questions :

a)

Make a classification of perception.

5 X 3 = 15
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b)

Mention the characteristics of motivation.

c)

What are the intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation?

d)

What is the educational importance of Thorndike's law of Readiness?

e)

What are lhe importances of transfer of learning ?

0

Define intelligence.

g)

State Thurstone's factors of intelligence.

